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Date:  April 18, 2021                                                      Scripture: Joel 2:12-17 
   
Title:   Bugs!   
 
Introduction to Analog 
 
The word, Analog, means “something that is similar or comparable to something else”.  
 Analog is designed to be a tangible way to take another, deeper, look into each week’s Sunday 
morning message. Individuals, friends, small groups, and families can use Analog for further 
discussion and exploration of the Sunday teaching. May this tool help you explore the expansive 
heart of God and practice love in the ways of Jesus.  
 
 
Teaching Season 
 
What manner of man is the prophet?” So begins Abraham Joshua Heschel’s book titled, The 
Prophets. A book, he states, that is “about some of the most disturbing people who have ever 
lived.” Long overlooked due to their bizarre nature, this collection of books has the power to lend 
vision and inspiration for our faith, and how it is to be lived out by the people of God. An ambitious 
season of teaching, we will walk through all of the 12 books in 12 weeks of teaching. Our 
attention will be given to the theme of each. 
 
 
Overview for this Week 
 
Joel speaks of an army invading and the coming destruction it will bring. The army here are 
locusts and ancient people understood the power of such an army. They would devour everything 
in their path until nothing is left. Famine and drought would follow close behind. So what are the 
people to do? Well, according to the prophet, now is a time for wailing, mourning, weeping, 
despair, sackcloth, fasting and repentance. For this is a time, when all is stripped away, they are 
able to see things more clearly. It is then that there will be restoration. God has compassion on 
God’s people (2:18), will restore their land (2:25) and will pour out God’s spirit (2:28). Which 
raises the question, “Is this how it all works?” Because it seems like, according to Joel, God 
punishes to get our attention, and when we repent, then God relents. Perhaps. It’s also possible 
that when we turn (the literal meaning of the Hebrew word for repent) toward God we recognize 
the God who has been there the whole time. God’s face brings joy – because it brings 
attachment. The invitation to return to God, to face God, is an invitation to joyful relationship – to 
be loved, enjoyed and delighted in by God – it’s an invitation to live as God designed us to live." 
 
 
Opening Question for a Group: What is your least favorite insect? What bug bugs you the most? 
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Questions for Discussion or Reflection  
 
Here are some questions for discussion or reflection. Don’t feel like you have to cover them all – 
there are a lot here! The Spiritual Practice for this week could be very meaningful for you or your 
group, so plan on 10 minutes or so for this exercise. If you are using this in a group context, read 
through these questions and the Spiritual Practice before your group meets to familiarize yourself 
with this material. You may want to send this out to the group before you meet. 
 
 

1. Read Joel:1-12 for some context for this book and the message. What do you think is the 
significance of verse 12, “The people’s joy is withered away.”? 

 
 
 

2. Read Joel 2:12-17.  Note verse 12, “return to me with all your heart.” 
 

• What do you think is the connection between returning (or repentance) and 
your joy being restored? 

 
• How do you feel when you know someone is genuinely glad to be with you? 

 
  

• Bekah said, “God is asking us to turn back again and face God, to experience the 
joy that comes from being enjoyed by God.” How would you like to apply that to 
your life? 

 
 

 
3. Read these passages and then reflect on this: What would you like to experience more of 

from God?  
• Numbers 6:25 – “The Lord bless you and keep you; the Lord make his face shine 

on you and be gracious to you; the Lord turn his face toward you and give you 
peace.”’ 

• Psalm 89:15 – “Blessed are those who have learned to acclaim you, who walk in 
the light of your presence, Lord.” The Hebrew: “in the light of your presence” is 
literally “In the light of your face.” 

• Psalm 16:11 – “you will fill me with joy in your presence” The Hebrew: 
“abundance of joy with your face.” 

• Psalm 21:6 – “Surely you have granted him unending blessings and made him 
glad with the joy of your presence.” The Hebrew: “You make him happy with joy 
with your face.” 
 

 
 

4. Consider this statement from Bekah:  “God cares less about what we are turning away 
from and more about who we are turning toward.” What might it mean for you to further 
develop your relationship with and connection to God?  
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Spiritual Practice: Breath Prayer 

 
Materials Needed: A watch or phone to set a timer.  
 
Preparation: Read through the following material and decide on an amount of time for the 
practice of breath prayer (something like 3 minutes). 
 
In Genesis 2 we are given a beautiful picture of God creating the first human. It says that God took 
the dust of the ground, and like a Great Sculptor, formed a human body. However, this beautiful 
masterpiece was left unfinished until God leaned over and breathed into the creation’s nostrils 
“the breath of life.” Then – the Scripture tells us – this dust creation became a human being.   
 
The breath of God marks our very humanity. Moment-by-moment we are sustained by our Creator, 
and yet how much time can pass without even considering this truth and the incredible nearness 
of God? 
  
Breath prayer is an ancient Christian prayer practice where the practitioner aligns a short prayer 
to the rhythm of their breath. This short prayer is then repeated over and over. This practice 
invites us to slow down and pay attention to our breath, It reminds us that God is always present 
with us…as close as our very breath. By the way, this practice has been shown to improve 
personal health.* 
 
Sample breath prayers: 
 

IN: Lord Jesus 
OUT: I need you. 
 
IN: God of peace 
OUT: may your face shine on me.  
 
IN: God of joy 
OUT: may your face shine on me. 

 
IN: God light 
OUT: let your light shine on me. 
 

 
If you are using this in a group context, ask each person to choose one of these sample prayers, or 
to come up with another they want. Then invite everyone to sit comfortably, close their eyes, and 
to simply become aware of their breath – to slow it down and notice its cadence.  After a few 
moments, invite everyone to quietly pray their short prayer with the cadence of their breath, in 
and out, over and over. Take 3 minutes or so for everyone to quietly pray. Close the time by simply 
saying “Amen.”  
 
 
Debrief: If you like, take a few minutes to debrief:  

• What did you think, feel, or experience?  
• What was helpful for you in this exercise?  

 
To learn more about Breath Prayer:  https://gravitycenter.com/practice/breath-prayer/ 
 
*https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/what_focusing_on_the_breath_does_to_your_brain 
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